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The Treasury gave the $1 Silver Certificate two make-overs in
under two years during the 1930s. The first occured after two pro-
silver acts changed the way they issued and redeemed Silver
Certificates. The second happened after they made technical and
aesthetic changes to the designs for $1 bills.

Congress passed two acts in 1934--the Gold Reserve Act and
Silver Purchase Act--that critically changed how Silver Certificates
circulated.1 Most importantly, the Treasury now could keep silver
bullion in reserve for the notes, and they didn't need to redeem
them strictly with silver dollars.

In June, Treasury officials issued Series of
1934 $1, $5, and $10 silver certificates.2 The notes
bore a redemption clause that stated “[so many dollars]
in silver payable to bearer on demand.” The BEP deliv-
ered the first notes to the Treasury later that month,3
and the Treasury soon began placing them into circula-
tion.

The Treasury eventually would redeem the out-
standing Series of 1928 Silver Certificates. Issued only
as $1s, those needed to be purged from circulation
because of the outdated redemption clause of “one sil-
ver dollar payable to bearer on demand.”   

To ease the redemption process, the Treasury
changed the surface-printing designs used for the 1934
$1s by moving the treasury seal to the right side of the
portrait and adding a large, blue “1” to the left side.
The intaglio plate designs for both series remained vir-
tually the same. 

The Treasury issued both notes during the next
year, as they released the 1934s against newly obtained
silver bullion and exhausted the on-hand supplies of
1928s.4 In August, another change made to the $1 note
would eventually displace both kinds from circulation.

That month, the BEP began printing Series of
1935 $1 Silver Certificates.5 These incorporated two
new design features: surface printing of the signatures
and series dates on the faces, and a new back design
displaying the Great Seal of the United States.

The signatures and series dates were engraved
onto the 1928 and 1934 faces, and when either
changed the BEP eventually had to discard the plates. Having those
features as part of the surface-printing dies, instead of the intaglio
plates, meant the plates could be used until they literally wore out. 

The new back design fulfilled President Franklin Roosevelt's
desire to display a patriotic theme on the nation’s most recognizable
piece of currency. There was no better time than during his New
Deal initiatives to bring the country out of the Great Depression. It
was the first appearance of the national seal on any U.S. currency or
other financial security.6

The Treasury again altered the surface-printing designs for the
1935 notes by replacing the blue “1” with a smaller, grey “1”. The
BEP also began using a smaller font for the serial numbers, and
removed the shaded “ONE” from the intaglio plates. These changes
mostly accommodated the new overprinting dies, but they also
eased the separating of three kinds of $1 bills. 

The BEP delivered the first 1935 $1 notes to the Treasury in
November 1935,7 and the Treasury released the first notes into cir-
culation just a week before Christmas.8 Eventually they would
redeem and cancel any outstanding 1928s and 1934s, leaving the
1935s as the sole $1 note circulating for the next 30 years. 
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